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From the desk of MD
We are happy to release this newsletter in this festive
season, where we see a lot of enthusiasm all across the
globe. Covid fears are slowly subsiding and economies are
picking up. Manas also has seen a big spurt in orders from
domestic as well as international markets. We have shared
more about this in this newsletter. Our brand-new
manufacturing facility adjacent to our current factory triples
our capacity to deliver quality products to our customers in
lesser time now. All this has been possible because of the
untiring support from all our team members in Manas. In this
newsletter, you will read more about one such individual who
has been with Manas since our beginning. 

I take this opportunity to wish you all the very best in this
festive season and hope that the wheels of the world keep
rolling without any interruption. Enjoy reading & do send us
your comments on digimark@manasmicro.com

                                                          Shrikant Sahasrabudhe 
                 -Managing Director, Manas Microsystems Pvt. Ltd.
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Stepping Into 
The Global Market

In this quarter, we celebrated the grand opening
ceremony of our new extended manufacturing unit. At
this new unit, Vaastu Shanti Puja was done on 1st
Sept. This new unit would enable us to fulfill rising
market needs and provide speedier service to our
consumers. Here are a few glimpses of this
celebration.

Company Achievement 
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Employee's Corner

According to him, there was a lot of rivalry in this field when Manas first started making flow meters. As a
result, he and his team struggled to receive and execute orders on time. The company's income at the
time was in the range of 10 to 12 lakhs, and there were only 10 to 12 employees. This number has
grown to over 70 employees and is still growing. He is pleased with Manas' performance and
commitment to the project as a Head of the Design and development team.

Manas has established itself as a major flow meter
and process instrument maker. We have been
recognized as a significant flow meter supplier in
several top corporations and municipal authorities in
India during the last quarter. We were certified by the
UP Jal Nigam and the Rajasthan Jal Nigam. With this
positive reception within India, there has been
increased interest developed in our products outside
India as well. 

It's a big luxury to have employees that have been
with us since the beginning of today's fast-paced
world. Our Design and Development Manager, Mr.
Shrikant Walvekar, talks about his time working
with Manas. During his studies, he joined Manas
for an internship. After finishing his education, he
went to work with Manas as a testing engineer.
There were only two testing engineers when he
started. After some time, when a new
technological design was required, he was
reassigned to the design team with no prior
experience. But he is grateful to our MD, Mr.
Shrikant, for believing in him. 

We are happy to share that we recently received a major export order for 2000 Electromagnetic Flow
Meters in sizes ranging from DN 50 to DN 300. These flow meters will be used in a variety of commercial
and irrigation applications.
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Since 1985, the European Union's (EU) mandated conformance
labeling for regulating goods sold inside the European Economic
Area (EEA) has been known as the Conformitè Europenne (CE)
Mark. A manufacturer's certification that their products conform
with the EU's New Approach Directives is represented by the CE
marking. In this quarter Manas Manufactured Electromagnetic
Flow Meter- Smart Jal EC received CE mark certification.

Certification

Knowledge Bites
What is the difference between mass and volumetric
flow? and how do you calculate the rate of liquid or gas
flow?

For a thorough understanding of all the above
questions, see our blog "Mass flow and volumetric
flow- when to measure?

CNG Flow Meters to
Automobile Industry

 Under the Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive 2014/30/EU

 Under the RoHS Directive 2011/65/EU

With this certification, Manas complies health and safety requirements as per-

 EN 61326-1:2013 Electrical equipment of measurement, control, and laboratory use
 -EMC requirements-part 1: General requirements

 EN 50581:2012 Technical documentation for the assessment of electrical and electronic products with respect to
the restriction of hazardous substances. 

With this certification, now we are ready to serve the European market with our state-of-the-art flow meters and in
fact, have already received a few orders from some European countries. 

One of the big renowned automobile industry had a
requirement of CNG flow meters for their Engine Testbed
System. 
This was an urgent requirement and the customer was looking
for a reliable manufacturer.
Since Manas has dealt with the customer in the past and the
variety of flow meters supplied were satisfactorily performing,
the customer chose us. 
Manas supplied the complete CNG tubing distribution work
along with the CNG flowmeter for the Engine testbed system
in record time.
The customer was happy and has now asked Manas to study
the requirements of their other plant also.
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